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Time for the NDP to
Put Capitalism on Trial
giant corporations did nothing to solve
the biggest problems facing society.
They simply made the rich richer at the
expense of workers. They emboldened
the ruling elite to demand more, stimuACROSS CANADA today, 1.5 million peo- lated corruption in the highest places,
ple are unemployed, not counting dis- and extended the life span of a dying,
couraged workers and the under- wasteful and outmoded system that puts
employed. The numbers are expected to profits before people every time.
rise well into 2010. The International
Even if ‘recovery’ from the curLabour Organization warns that the rent world economic depression
number of jobless worldwide could reach occurred tomorrow, the fact remains that
239 million this year, and that young capitalism condemns humanity to recurpeople will be the hardest hit. The sys- ring cycles of recession/depression. It
tem’s spin doctors are trying to fool the sentences us all to endless crippling
public by talking about ‘recovery’. But wars, eco-disasters, glaring inequalities
when pressed, the big shots admit it is a and obscene oppression.
‘jobless recovery’.
So, why continue to make excusThe failure of Canadian and es for the system? Why continue to tinglobal capitalism is evident in advancing ker with the mechanisms of a death
climate change, impending environmen- machine? Why keep Capital on life suptal disaster, and the
port at the expense
spread of drought
of labour? As for“We can easily demonstrate that
and famine. It is
mer NDP MP Svend
capitalism is killing the planet and
apparent in the bruRobinson famously
its inhabitants in a multitude of
tal imperial wars of
said, “Capitalism is
nefarious ways, and that to suroccupation, in the
like a rabid dog that
vive the working class and its
growing
gap
should be put
allies are compelled to replace the
between rich and
down.”
system root and branch.”
poor, and in the
The time has
assault on democome
to
stop
cratic rights wherever popular resistance scratching at the surface. We need to
takes to the streets.
expose the fundamental flaws, the deepClearly, years of cuts, conces- rooted contradictions of the system, and
sions, privatization, and tax breaks for to fight for a socialist alternative.
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Capitalism isn’t working, and the evidence is overwhelming. So why can’t
the NDP begin discussing the alternatives?

Above: Millions of working people throughout Canada and the world are
searching for an alternative to the failures of global capitalism
It’s time for the NDP to put capitalism on trial. That’s the task facing delegates at the party’s federal convention,
August 14-16, in Halifax, Nova Scotia.
We can easily demonstrate that
capitalism is killing the planet and its
inhabitants in a multitude of nefarious
ways, and that to survive the working
class and its allies are compelled to

replace the system root and branch. It’s
the truth that needs to be told, with the
power to conquer misinformation and
fear, and to give voice to millions.
The NDP can lead the fight for a
future worthy of humanity, but not if its
leaders mince words and make oppor-

continued on page 2

NDP Breakthrough in Nova Scotia
SINCE THE ATLANTIC coast province of
Nova
Scotia
joined
Canadian
Confederation in 1867, only the Liberal
and Progressive Conservative parties
have held the reigns of government
there. That changed on election night,
June 9, when the New Democratic Party
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emerged with 31 of 52 seats on the
strength of 45.3 per cent of the votes cast.
Voters reduced the PC’s to 10
seats. The Liberals, with 11 seats, form
the official Opposition. The turnout
plunged to a record low of 58.8 per cent.
The first-ever NDP Premier in
Atlantic Canada, Darrel Dexter, a lawyer
and former journalist, pledged to balance
the budget despite the global economic
crisis. He also promised action on rising
gas prices, health-care wait times and
emergency room closings.
Under Dexter, the party won 15
seats in 2003 and 20 seats in 2006. Prior
to 1998, the NDP was mired in a distant
third place.
The self-serving lesson NDP officials want everyone to draw from the
breakthrough in Nova Scotia (population
940,000 in 2005) is that conservative,

A Historic Evening: voters are expecting Dexter and the NDP to follow
through on jobs, health care, and the
environment
‘good government’ promises and dogged
electoral perseverance bring victory.
The truth is that working people
in Nova Scotia, and across Canada, are
looking for something better. Otherwise,
they would have replaced Rodney
MacDonald’s Tories with Stephen
McNeil’s Liberals, as they have done so
often in the past.
Keep in mind that the conservative policies of the British Columbia NDP
helped to re-elect the right wing B.C.
Liberal government of Gordon Campbell
in mid-May.
The Nova Scotia election result
challenges the claim that voters are turn-

Introducing the NDP Socialist Caucus
The NDP Socialist Caucus is a group of party members who
believe that in order to survive, the New Democratic Party
must move sharply to the Left and join working Canadians
and their allies in the struggle for socialism, democracy and
freedom.
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BY ELIZABETH BYCE

ing to the right everywhere.
But the question remains: what
will the NSNDP do with this victory? If it
makes Capital pay for the crisis created
by big business and the banks, the NDP

continued on page 3

Founded by NDP members in Toronto in 1998, the SC
stands for the creation of a democratically-controlled economy and a cooperative commonwealth. We believe that
the struggle for peace and environmental sustainability is
central to the creation of a better world. We invite you to
join with us in this most important endeavor.
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Socialist Caucus Steering Committee
member Barry Weisleder looks at the
personal - and very hidden - costs of
war
THE FOREIGN WAR of occupation in
Afghanistan is coming home with a stunningly high incidence of spousal abuse,
suicide attempts, assaults in bars and
drunk driving by Canadian soldiers who
survive one or more tours of duty.
From privates to warrant officers, light-armoured-vehicle drivers to
snipers, those with physical injuries and
those without, the proportion suffering
from post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) is skyrocketing.
According to a Toronto Star
study, at the Phoenix Centre for Children
and Families, near Canadian Forces Base
Petawawa, 170 km north-west of Ottawa,
the military family caseload has soared
from 12 in 2005 to 85 today, with 20 on
the waiting list. The Centre is grappling
with issues from bed wetting and aggression, to domestic violence, depression
and marital breakdown. Conflict and
depression often lead to substance
abuse, assault with a weapon, impaired

driving and confinement.
“More deployments actually
compound the stress on many of our soldiers,” says the Centre’s Director Greg
Lubimiv.
Since 2006, the proportion of
military family clients at Phoenix who
have experienced the stress of multiple
deployments has risen from 33 percent
to higher than 60 percent.
In the seven years the Canadian
state has been part of the imperialist
occupation of the mineral-rich, oil and
gas cross-roads of Afghanistan, 26,800
Canadians have been deployed and 122
have died as of mid-July. This is the most
of any Canadian intervention since the
Korean War. More than 400 have been
injured by improvised explosive devices
(IEDs), mines, rocket attacks and direct
combat. At least 1,000 have suffered
severe psychological trauma.
More than one in five Canadian
soldiers and police officers who spend
time in Afghanistan leave the force with
psychiatric problems, a number that has
rapidly risen in the last 12 months.
And this is to say nothing about
the devastation caused to Afghanistan
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The War in Afghanistan Comes Home

and its people. Nearly eight thousand
Afghan civilians have died from insurgent and foreign military action, 50 to 60
per cent killed directly by NATO forces.
In addition, up to 20,000 Afghan civilians
died as a consequence of displacement,
starvation, disease, exposure, lack of
medical treatment, crime and lawless-

Canada and its Role in the Honduras Coup
Montreal author Yves Engler looks at
the recent coup d’etat in Honduras
and the Harper Government’s contempt for democracy in the Americas
Hostility to the military
coup
in
Honduras is increasing. So is the Harper
government’s isolation on the issue.
At the July 4
special meeting of
the Organization of
American
States
(OAS), Canada’s Minister for the
Americas, Peter Kent, recommended that
ousted President Manuel Zelaya delay his
planned return to the country. Kent said
the “time is not right” prompting Zelaya
to respond dryly: “I could delay until
January 27 (2010), when his term ends.”
Kent added that it was important to take
into account the context in which the military overthrew Zelaya, particularly
whether
he
had
violated
the
Constitution.
Along with three Latin American
heads of states, Zelaya tried to return to
Honduras on July 5. But the military
blocked his plane from landing and kept
a 100,000 plus crowd of supporters at

Capitalism on Trial...
continued from page 1
tunistic concessions to the powers
that be. NDP support in the 2008 election campaign peaked at 22 per cent,
compared with 15 per cent now. The
idea of entering a coalition government with the big business-controlled
Liberal Party dealt a severe blow to
the NDP’s independence as a party of
the working class.
Since then, the party leadership has echoed the lame lamentations
of the labour brass, when what is desperately needed, in addition to fixing
E.I. and saving pensions, is a bold campaign to turn government bail-out
money into public equity -- towards
the nationalization, under workers’

Above: A supporter of ousted Honduran president Manuel Zelaya holds up his
photo during a march in San Pedro Sula (Rodrigo Abd/Associated Press)
bay. In doing so the military killed two
protesters and wounded at least 30. On
CTV, Kent blamed Zelaya for the violence.
This was Kent’s most recent
attack against Zelaya. In June, Kent criticized Zelaya’s plan for a non-binding
public poll on whether to hold consultations to reopen the constitution. “We
have concerns with the government of
Honduras,” he said a couple of weeks ago.
“There are elections coming up this year

and community control, of auto, steel,
oil and the big banks.
Make Capital pay for a massive public works effort to convert to
green energy, repair roads, bridges,
railways and ports, and to build social
housing. That is the way to expand
employment, and to meet human
needs by democratizing and planning
the economy.
As the NDP Socialist Caucus
has argued since its foundation in
1998, and which we re-state today
with greater conviction than ever, to
survive the NDP must turn sharply to
the Left. Increasingly, this is an argument for the survival and prosperity of
humanity as a whole. If you agree,
please join us in fighting for socialist
policies. 

and we are watching very carefully the
behaviour of the government and what
seems to be an attempt to amend the
constitution to allow consecutive presidencies.”
With political tensions increasing in Honduras, the OAS passed a resolution supporting democracy and the
rule of law in that country two days
before the coup. Ottawa’s representative
to the OAS remained silent on the issue.
Foreign Affairs took a similar position in
the hours after Zelaya was kidnapped by
the military. Eight hours after Zelaya’s
ouster, a Foreign Affairs spokesperson
told Notimex, a Mexican news agency,
that Canada had “no comment” regarding
the coup. It was not until late in the
evening, after basically every country in
the hemisphere denounced the coup, that
Ottawa finally did so.
Canada, reports Notimex, is the
only country in the hemisphere that did
not explicitly call for Zelaya’s return to
power. Unlike the World Bank and others, Ottawa has not announced plans to
suspend aid to Honduras, which is the
largest recipient of Canadian assistance
in Central America. Nor has Ottawa mentioned that it will exclude the Honduran
military from its Military Training
Assistance Programme.
Ottawa’s hostility toward Zelaya
is likely motivated by particular corpo-

ness resulting from the war.
By all accounts, the situation is
only getting worse. Opinion polls have
shown repeatedly that 55 to 60 per cent
of Canadians want troops out before the
2011 withdrawal date. The time has
come to demand: Canada Out of NATO.
NATO Out of Afghanistan. Now. 
rate interests and his support for the
social transformation taking place across
Latin America.
From 1996-2006, Canadian
companies were the second-biggest
investors in the Central American country. It is unlikely that Zelaya won brownie points from the large Canadian mining
sector, including Breakwater Resources,
Yamana Gold and Goldcorp that are
active in Honduras, when he announced
that no new mining concessions would
be granted. Likewise, Zelaya’s move earlier this year to raise the minimum wage
by 60% could not have gone down well
with the world’s biggest blank T-shirt
maker, Montréal-based Gildan.
Employing
thousands
of
Hondurans at low wages, Gildan produces about half of its garments in the
country. While the political instability in
Honduras initially hit the company’s
stock price, a Desjardins Securities analyst Martin Landry noted that in the longterm, the coup could help Gildan if it
leads to a more pro-business government.
More broadly, the Stephen
Harper government opposes Zelaya’s
gravitation toward the governments in
the region, leading the push toward a
more united Latin America. A year ago
Honduras joined the Hugo Chavez-led
ALBA, the Bolivarian Alliance for the
People of Our Americas, which is a fast
growing response to North American
capitalist domination of the region.
Two years ago, Harper toured
South America to help stunt the region’s
recent rejection of neoliberalism and U.S.
dependence. “To show that Canada functions and that it can be a better model
than Venezuela,” in the words of a highlevel Foreign Affairs official. During the
trip, Harper and his entourage made a
number of comments critical of the
Venezuelan government. In a coded reference to Chavez, Harper discussed a
“Latin American dictator.”
Demonizing Chavez is part of
Ottawa’s attempt to block the leftward
shift in the region. Supporting the coup
in Honduras is part of the same plan. 

Yves Engler is the author of The Black
Book of Canadian Foreign Policy and
other books
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Why Not Social Ownership?
BY EDITOR
SEAN CAIN

Of course, we’re not supposed
to know this. We’re supposed to believe
that working people lack the capacity to
THE NDP has a long
manage their daily lives and need an
history of creating
army of overpaid managers and execuand
protecting
tives to tell everybody what to do. The
important
public
rights and freedoms we are taught about
services like health
in school seem to end every morning at
care,
education,
9:00 AM when we start our work day.
social housing and child care.
Yet social ownership and demoSocialists believe that these are cratic workplaces would result in better
too important to be left to the private service and more affordable costs to
sector. Everyone should have basic eco- consumers, especially if universal health
nomic and social rights, and the most care has anything to say about it. If the
efficient and equitable way to do that is public medical systems of Scandinavia
to have a democratic government pro- literally cost half as much than the privide them on a non-profit bases, paid for vate sector catastrophe of the United
through progressive taxation. At party States – and produce better health indicouncils and conventions, NDP dele- cators – why couldn’t other public
gates howl against the thought of industries be just as efficient?
Liberals and Conservatives privatizing
By social ownership, we mean
such programs.
genuine economic democracy, NOT the
But the obvious question asked inefficient, super-bureaucratized form
by the elephant in the room is that if of “public ownership” that existed in
these services should be owned by the Britain during the post-war era, for
public sector and provided universally, example, when industries taken over by
then why shouldn’t we own other the government were run by some of the
important industries such as oil, bank- same people who managed them previing or insurance?
ously in the private sector.
Free, universal health care?
Social ownership will also allow
Absolutely. Public education?
us to make sensible, environmenDefinitely. A socially owned
tally-friendly plans for the
and
environmentallyfuture. Why not an auto
“Most
responsible auto indusindustry that produces
New Democrats
try? Not on your life.
smaller, electric cars?
are willing to lay
Most
New
Or an energy industry
down their lives against
Democrats I know are
that creates wind turprivatizing hospitals. But
willing to lay down
bines instead of
why do we run for the
their lives against prithrowing
billions
hills every time someone
vatizing hospitals. But
more
into
the
black
brings up the idea of
why do we run for the
hole
of
nuclear
power?
socializing the oil
hills every time someOr how about a public
industry?”
one brings up the idea of
housing industry that prosocializing the oil industry?
duces
tenant-controlled
Important industries that
apartments that could end homecreate so much wealth shouldn’t be lessness in Canada, once and for all.
owned by groups of investors who have
Of course, none of this will take
no responsibility to the working people place over night. To buy out these
who created that wealth in the first industries, the government would use
place.
current profits and the payment of longAs New Democrats, surely we term bonds to compensate the former
understand that our economic system owners, and by “owners” we mean the
isn’t geared towards creating good-pay- genuine working and middle-class owning jobs that have decent benefits and a ers of stock, not the millionaires who
wealthy pension waiting for us when we own large shareholding majorities in
retire. The private sector’s only purpose many of these businesses.
is to maximize profits for shareholders.
This may sound radical, but it’s
Period. End of debate.
something that social democratic and
On the other hand, a public sec- even some conservative governments
tor that includes industries such as oil did on a regular basis in Europe after
and gas, transportation, energy, banking World War II.
and insurance could be run democratiSocial ownership isn’t only
cally by workers, with significant partic- about economic democracy, an environipation of consumers and citizens, and mentally-healthy future or even socialmanaged on a non-profit basis for the ism per se. It’s just makes sense. 
benefit of everyone.
This would create real accountability and prevent the kinds of financial
SOCIALIST CAUCUS
transgressions that have recently
TABLE AT CONVENTION
thrown the world economy into yet
another massive crisis. And as decades
Located in the main hall.
of labour research has shown, industries
that are self-managed by workers are,
We have Socialist Caucus literaunder static conditions, more producture, buttons, information on
tive and cost-effective than companies
our panel discussions, sign-up
which possess traditional, top-down,
sheets, and more.
bureaucratic forms of administration.
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Obama’s Spin Doctor has no
Business at NDP Convention
BY BARRY WEISLEDER
THE DECISION by New Democratic
Party officials to feature Barack
Obama’s director of communications,
Anita Dunn, at the NDP federal convention, reveals a major misconception.
The Democratic Party, USA, is
no friend of working people anywhere.
The invitation to Dunn only clouds the
horizon and compromises the independence of the NDP from the corporate
rulers on both sides of the Canada-U.S.
border.
While the election of Obama
was a blow against racism, he is a willing captive of Wall Street and the
Pentagon. That much is clear seven
months into his presidency.
Although Obama promised to
end the occupation of Iraq, close the
Guantanamo prison camp, take steps to
reverse global climate change, help
working
people
overcome the economic crisis, and
extend health care
coverage, his actions
belie his words.
O b a m a
accepted George W.
Bush’s policies on
military tribunals
and indefinite detention. He repudiated
torture, but he won’t prosecute any torturers. Gitmo remains open. His ‘cap
and trade’ bill allows corporate polluters to exceed limits on carbon-based
emissions by buying governmentbacked credits to compensate.
According to the Wall Street Journal’s
David Wessel, 85 per cent of the energy
credits would be given away to business
through 2026. In any case, the marketbased gambit will not reduce emissions.
The bail-out of the banking system is an extension of Bush’s Wall Street
rescue plan – a huge transfer of wealth,
involving trillions of dollars, from working people to Capital.
Obama’s health care ‘reform’
spares the venal and all-powerful health
insurance industry. His plan, like
Hillary Clinton’s earlier version, will
force individuals to buy insurance. At
best, it will offer a ‘public option’ that
would compete with private insurance.
Excluded from consideration is a government-run, single-payer health care
system, like the one in Canada and virtually every other industrialized country.
In terms of foreign policy, the
U.S. President is simply re-booting the
imperial project that will plunge
America and south-west Asia into a
multi-year commitment even more disastrous than the US invasion and occupation of Iraq.
Obama sent 17,000 more U.S.
troops to Afghanistan. Some 130,000
U.S. combat soldiers remain in Iraq, reclassified as non-combatants and trainers, entrenched in massively fortified
bases and airfields.
In addition,
150,000 or more U.S.-paid American
mercenaries perform their deadly
deeds unimpeded, the largest privatized army in U.S. history.
In June, Congress approved
$100 billion in “supplementary” funding for the Iraq and Afghanistan wars –
contradicting the claim that stability
and victory of the U.S. and its puppets is
imminent. The 10,000 more troops

requested by U.S. General McKiernan
could soon be on their way to the
Pakistan border.
“Af-Pak” is already Obama’s
war, like the Vietnam quagmire
belonged to the 1960s liberal
Democrats Kennedy and Johnson. How
can one explain these moves?
Obama is a cagey opportunist
who campaigned to the right of his
Democratic primary opponents. His
bail-out of the banks, while forcing
insolvent, unionized auto companies
into bankruptcy, and compelling workers to sacrifice wages and benefits,
shows the Democrats are the party of
Wall Street, not of Main Street.
American big business gave
millions of campaign dollars to Obama
and the Democrats to offer cosmetic
change, to introduce modest and temporary reforms if necessary, and to preserve corporate rule
and the private profit system at any cost.
Is Obama the
same
as
Bush?
Clearly not. But he
and his party do not
represent the change
most
Americans
want and need.
Moreover,
the
Democratic Party
has proven itself, for
nearly a century and
a half, to be the graveyard of social
protest movements in the USA.
As the global capitalist crisis
deepens, it is evident that working people need an independent political voice
– a labour party based on the unions and
popular organizations of the oppressed.
In English-Canada, working people
made a class break with the Liberal
Party and the Canadian establishment
by
founding
the
Cooperative
Commonwealth Federation in 1932, and
the NDP in 1961.
Regardless Anita Dunn’s putative ‘insights’ into campaign techniques
and media manipulation, Obama’s spin
doctors and handlers have no business
at an NDP convention. Labour unionists, social change activists and New
Democrats should confront the tools of
corporate rule, expose their rotten policies and practices, and fight for working
class political independence from the
parties of Capital, north and south of the
49th parallel. 

Dexter... continued from page 1
will win the admiration and support of the working class and poor.
If, like the treacherous Bob Rae-led
NDP government in Ontario 19901995, it places the burden of
‘recovery’ on the shoulders of
workers, women, youth and the
unemployed, it will leave little
behind other than wrecked public
services and a very bad taste.
Another important lesson
from the Ontario Rae-days is that
labour and the social movements
should not give the Dexter team a
honeymoon of any duration. Now
is the time to press Nova Scotia’s
first NDP government to tax the
rich and move quickly to provide
jobs, housing and decent incomes
for all who need them. 
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Time for Green, Mass Transit and
Public Ownership of Auto

NDP Socialist Caucus supporter John
Orrett discusses the major problems
facing the auto industry - and how
economic democracy and environmental sustainability can solve them
A GLANCE at the
upheaval in the
North American
auto
industry
might lead one to
think it was caused
by the meltdown in
the
American
financial
sector
starting in late
2008 and 2009. This is not true.
Important economic indicators,
like the declining rate of profit, increasing off shore auto imports, and burgeoning auto inventories were trends several
years in the making. The financial meltdown only exacerbated the crisis and
hastened its arrival. It should be clear
that the millions of North Americans losing their homes through mortgage bankruptcies were not lining up to buy cars in
2008 and 2009.
Auto industry employment in
Canada, including those working in auto
parts manufacturing, peaked in 2001
with 158,000 employees. It dropped
steadily over the next six years to
137,000 in 2007. Total auto assembly
and parts employment for 2008 fell to
120,000, and it has declined by nearly
another 20,000 this year (the auto parts

Household Debt Soars
BY ELIZABETH BYCE
RISING DEBT levels are putting
Canadian households
under
growing financial
strain while job
losses
mount,
incomes stagnate
and
personal
wealth declines.
The Bank of
Canada’s bi-annual Financial System
Review, released on June 15, said that
households are increasingly vulnerable
to “adverse shocks” such as an even bigger jump in the unemployment rate,
which officially rose to 8.4 per cent in
May and is expected to hit double digits
this year. (Typically, these figures
understate the situation because they
do not count ‘discouraged workers,’

For months Ottawa just waited to see
what the Americans would do. When
Washington spent money on a public bail
out, so did Canada. When the U.S.
demanded concessions from the UAW,
then-Industry Minister Clement insisted
on parallel concessions from the CAW.
The fact is that Canada simply
does not have a coherent industrial policy. It never will have one until working
people take control of our own economic
destiny.
The Ontario Liberal Government
of Dalton McGuinty has simply gone
along with the Federal Government as a
junior partner, with nothing to contribute other than its share of the bail out
money.
In only one area has the Ontario
The Future of the Auto Sector: Only with public
Government had the opportunity to
ownership and genuine democratic control can
make a positive difference -- in the matter of pension guarantees.
we switch to mass transit and smaller, more
Since 1980, Ontario adminisenvironmentally-friendly cars.
tered the Pension Benefits Guarantee
Fund which has provided retirees with
sector is in free fall).
North American plants are world leaders up to $1,000 per month in benefits in the
Canada’s auto trade balance was in productivity. The problem is that the case of a failure or short fall in an
a healthy $14 billion surplus in the mid- ownership and management of GM and employer’s pension fund.
This
under-funding
was
1990s, but in 2006 it dropped to a virtu- Chrysler have been slow in responding to
al balance of trade, and by 2008 it was changing demand, even though the adamantly opposed by the CAW.
running a deficit of nearly $14 Billion.
depletion of oil reserves and the new Furthermore, this under-funding was
All these indicators appear well importance of environmental concerns done during a time when GM was highly
profitable, when billions of dollars were
before the financial dislocations and the should have been clear.
shrinking of credit in the banking sector.
The supposedly progressive distributed as dividends to GM shareholders.
The cause of the bankruptcy of General Obama Administration has tied govThe McGuinty governMotors and Chrysler lies much closer to ernment financial aid specifiment proves it is on the side
the auto industry itself.
cally to concessions from
“The
of coupon clippers when
There was not only a gross over- the
United
Auto
party leadership
it gives billions of dolproduction of vehicles in North America, Workers. Washington
should be advancing
lars in taxpayers’
but production of the wrong type of vehi- has interfered with
the perspective of a pubmoney to rich sharecles. Consumers want small, fuel efficient collective bargaining
licly owned and workholders, while refusvehicles, not the ones stacked up on deal- to an unprecedented
er/community controlled auto
ing to guarantee the
ership lots.
degree and has used
industry, thereby differentiathard earned penCanada’s $14 billion trade deficit its power to insist
ing the NDP from the Liberals
sions of CAW retirees.
last year is not with our American neigh- upon lower wages
on both the federal and
To resolve their
bours. Actually, there was a $4.3 billion and benefits for those
provincial levels. It is an
bankruptcies, GM and
surplus with the U.S. Ninety-nine per who produce the
opportunity passChrysler have gone to
cent of Canada’s trade deficit is due to wealth.
ing us by.”
the American and Canadian
non-NAFTA, off-shore imports of small
The Government
governments for bail out
fuel-efficient vehicles. This is the crux of has become a reluctant shareloans, and with their connivance
the problem. The assembly plants of the holder in GM and Chrysler. This is
Big Three North American producers not a move towards a publicly-owned they have brow beaten workers to give
have been churning out vehicles that do auto industry, much less towards social- wage and benefit concessions. They have
not have the fuel efficient technology of ism. Obama has indicated very clearly renegotiated outstanding debt to bondtheir competitors, like Toyota and that the U.S. government does not want holders in exchange for shares.
They have down-sized producHonda, and they have been steadily los- to be involved in the auto industry any
ing market share.
more than it wants to be in the commer- tion. GM ended the famous Pontiac line.
cial banking business. The stock the gov- They shut down factories and laid off
Corporate Welfare or Public Control?
ernment holds is destined to be quickly thousands of workers. They have not
gone to pre-bankruptcy shareholders’
returned to the private sector.
It is not inefficiency of workers
The Canadian government has
or of the assembly line. Many of the exhibited no independent auto policy.
continued on next page

those awaiting recall from a layoff, and
the under-employed).
“Income growth has slowed,
and personal wealth levels have been
eroded by lower house prices in some
regions; credit growth has continued to
outpace income growth, contributing to
higher debt levels,” stated the Bank’s
report.
At the same time, “sharp
increases in unemployment are raising
the incidence of financial stress among
households.”
Although the extent to which
Canadians are in debt is less than that
of Americans or the British, Canadians’
debt-to-income ratio hit a “new high” in
the final quarter of 2008, meaning the
average household has borrowed the
equivalent of 1.38 years of disposable
income.
Commercial banks, meanwhile,
are setting aside more money to cover
bad loans. Some analysts predict that
loan losses are unlikely to peak before
the industry’s 2010 financial year. 

Who’s Calling the
Shots for Iggy and the
Liberals?
BY ELIZABETH BYCE
WHAT’S BEHIND THE ignominious
retreat of Michael Ignatieff? The federal Liberal Leader backed off the threat
to cause an election this summer over
the lack of job creation and access to
unemployment insurance. And he
voted for the corporate bail-out budget
of the federal Tory minority government in January.
We got a glimpse of how the
Canadian elite exert their power thanks
to
the
well-connected
federal
Conservative Minister of Natural
Resources, Lisa Raitt. It comes from the
secret recording by her aide in which
Raitt famously describes the shortage
of medical isotopes as “sexy” and as
politically advantageous to her career.

According to Toronto Star
columnist Linda McQuaig who quoted
from the tape, Raitt describes how
three major bank presidents stood up
at a meeting of the Canadian Council of
(Chief) Executives in January and said:
“Ignatieff, don’t you even think about
bringing us to an election. We don’t
need this. We have no interest in this.
And we will never fund your party
again.”
While Raitt was not at the
meeting, she suggested that she may
have heard the account from CEOs who
claimed that Ignatieff was forced to tow
the line.
And what was that line? The
bankers were keen to have Parliament
pass the Conservative budget, which
included a measure called the
Extraordinary Financing Framework
that provided banks with up to $200
billion in loans and asset swaps.
Once again, the discreet charm
of the bourgeoisie prevails over... bourgeois democracy. 
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Education is a Right
BY EVAN BURY
ALL
ACROSS
English Canada and
Québec, young people are feeling the
pinch.
Rising
tuition fees, combined with the
other
expensive,
draining costs of post-secondary education, are digging a pit of debt into which
more and more students are sinking
deeper and deeper.
As post-secondary education
institutions have pumped up their tuition
fees, student debt has risen to crippling
levels. Facing outrageous tuition fees,
many students are forced to rely on loans
which they must pay back after graduating.
And so almost immediately after

Public Ownership of Auto...
continued from page 4
meetings to try and raise any new capital
of their own.
This re-capitalization with taxpayers’ money and the plans they have
made will not solve the problems facing
production and employment in Canada.
GM plans to use facilities in China to produce and import small cars for the
Canadian market in 2010.
Autoworkers Fight Back
Responding to the greatest challenge faced by Canadian auto workers in
decades, Ken Lewenza, President of the
CAW, led the union into the first round of
negotiations with GM and agreed to concessions and savings to the company of
around $7.50 per hour. The CAW then
entered negotiations with Chrysler and
ran into a surprise.
Chrysler management said this
was not nearly enough. The Obama
administration
totally
supported
Chrysler, insisting that the union at both
firms must make substantially greater
concessions or jobs and pensions would
be gone for good.
Lewenza complained that the
companies were constantly moving the
goal lines. But when the deal was struck,
he said “We have preserved our wages;
we have preserved our pension benefits.
We have protected most of our benefits.”
This bravado should be taken
with a large grain of salt. The CAW bent
to incredible demands and made
unprecedented concessions. Reductions
in total compensation totalled another
$15-16 per hour, on top of the $7.50
already conceded.
Wages are frozen until 2012 and
new hires are forced to contribute $1 per
hour to their pension fund, whereas earlier hired workers do not. Ford demands
similar concessions “to remain competitive,” even though it received no government money. For car workers and others, the race to the bottom continues.
The present arrangement at
Chrysler protects only 4,400 assembly
jobs, down from 10,300 last year and an
incredible 40,000 two decades ago. The
GM plan alone involves eliminating 6,000
production jobs, 14,000 in dealerships,
and 18,000 in auto parts manufacturing.
Witness the destruction of one
of Canada’s leading industries, its second
largest export earner. It is a bitter pill to
swallow for the CAW.

graduation, students find themselves
compelled to begin paying back their
massive debts. Graduates find their
career choices limited, and are forced to
turn their backs on their desired careers
in favor of those that will quickly pay
their debts.
Furthermore, crippling debt not
only restricts career choices, it leads also
to financial ruin. Ironically, those who
study to secure a better financial future
through higher education end up
crushed by the debts incurred by that
education.
For many students, the apprehension of the impending anvil of debt to
be dropped upon them after graduating
causes many students to drop out to
avoid increasing their debt.
High tuition fees impose other
burdens on students, forcing them to
accept intense, low-pay jobs and difficult

The CAW/UAW fought hard for
generations to protect wages and health
benefits. The CAW recently rallied thousands at the Ontario Legislature in the
fight to protect pensions, not only for the
CAW, but for all workers. The union
demanded that Ottawa reduce off shore
auto imports, rather than demand that
the government re-organize the industry
to meet domestic needs, and to reach
potential export markets.
Given that small car imports are
a major challenge, would not small car
production in Canada be part of the solution? The re-capitalization of GM or
Chrysler will not fit the bill when these
firms plan to import from China and
Italy. The CAW should demand nationalization of the auto industry so that vehicle production in Canada can begin to
meet domestic demand, and beyond.
The NDP has not advanced a
long-term solution to the auto crisis
either. Our NDP leadership does not
believe in public ownership as a solution
for any sector of the economy.
The NDP is primarily an electoral machine. Most of its efforts are

devoted to parliamentary considerations
and its elected members. Any measure
that is the least bit controversial, or
which needs to be better explained to the
public, is rejected as it is considered
harmful to the electoral chances of sitting
or prospective parliamentarians.
The party has proposed no new
ideas or solutions to the auto crisis, and
simply echoes the insufficient proposals
of the CAW. This is a critical time in
Ontario history. The party leadership
should be advancing the perspective of a
publicly owned and worker/community
controlled auto industry, thereby differentiating the NDP from the Liberals on

hours, which have to be balanced alongside a heavy full-time study schedule.
Students have less access to medicine,
healthy food, and decent housing. Other
costs, expensive curriculum materials,
add to these crushing burdens.
Meanwhile, international students face many of the same burdens, but
pay fees three to four times higher than
domestic students.
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Finally, it must not be forgotten
that high tuition fees and student debts
cause the most marginalized in society to
abandon the dream of a post-secondary
education altogether, to avoid the debt
sentence.
Thus, tuition fees and student
debt target those most in need of postsecondary education and therefore bar
them from success.
As most jobs today require some
form of post-secondary education, and as
all of society would prosper immensely
from a universally educated population,
it is clear that education is a right. It’s
high time to abolish tuition fees, abolish
student debt, and provide post-secondary education to all who desire it.
New Democratic Party: the
youth of English Canada and Québec are
demanding their right to post-secondary
education. What will be your answer? 

Evan Bury is an undergraduate student
at the University of Ottawa and a supporter of the NDP Socialist Caucus.

Please Give to the NDP Socialist Caucus
The Socialist Caucus spends its resources publishing editions of
Turn Left, issues literature to promote SC candidates for NDP executive, promotes public forums and produces SC posters, stickers,
buttons and more.
If you can help, now is the time. Please send a cheque to:
NDP Socialist Caucus, 526 Roxton Road. Toronto, Ontario. M6G
3R4. We really appreciate your support!
both the federal and provincial levels. It
is an opportunity passing us by.
Green, Lean, and… Democratically
Controlled
The NDP Socialist Caucus calls
for a shift in production towards mass
transportation vehicles (busses and rail
cars) and smaller personal cars and
trucks utilizing the most advanced green
technology available. The knowledge
and skills of CAW members can be adapted in the process. This shift will also help

to regenerate our moribund steel industry.
Research and Development
facilities are needed here. Recently, GM
laid off 50 engineers from its Regional
Engineering Center in Oshawa. This is on
top of 150 layoffs over the last two years.
Those engineers and designers should be
re-hired. Then it should be full speed
ahead for retooling our assembly lines
for production of hybrid and electric
small cars.
Some closed assembly lines
should be re-opened immediately. The
GM Truck plant in Oshawa, for example,
has a history of 44 years of production

and has won awards for efficiency and
quality of production. 2,600 jobs would
be reinstated.
Canada is a large, cold country
with difficult terrain. Natural resources
and construction industries still rely on
heavy duty pick up trucks with the power
and torque of a V-8 engine. If those work
vehicles are not produced here it will be
necessary to import the equivalents.
We should expand production of
hydro-voltaic batteries and electric
propulsion systems. We need to expand
production capability of hybrid and electric vehicles. In Windsor we need to retool and expand engine block factories so
that we can produce our own fuel efficient 4 cylinder engines.
The auto parts industry must be
involved in planning and development so
it can re-tool and refine its production
lines. They will be welcome partners.
There must be a considerable
parts manufacturing presence in Canada,
as in the past. Any factory closed should
be a factory occupied. Any factory trying
to shift production out of Canada and laying off workers should be a factory
nationalized.
For decades the automobile culture has had an overwhelming affect on
our society, determining the shape of our
cities and rural landscape.
But it is destroying our environment, ruining our health and depleting
scarce hydro-carbon reserves. It is
unsustainable and benefits only the rich
minority of oil and automobile shareholders.
The old culture of mass individual reliance on cars and the production of
a multitude of makes and models must
come to and end.
The CAW and the NDP should
join together and work toward sustainable transportation solutions for Canada,
including support for a national, publicly
owned and worker-controlled automobile industry. 
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Socialist Caucus Resolutions for Convention
The NDP Socialist Caucus adopted
the following set of resolutions at
a recent conference held in
Toronto. The first ten listed are
considered priority. We hope you
speak out and support them when
they are presented at convention.

war on the Tamils;
A halt to all military aid and technical
assistance to the genocidal Sri Lankan
government;
Recognition of the right to national selfdetermination for the Tamil people, up to
and including their right to form an independent state in Tamil Eelam; and

Canada Out of NATO,
NATO Out of Afghanistan

Removal of the Liberation Tigers of
Tamil Eelam from the list of proscribed
terrorist organizations and that it be recognized as a party to the peace talks that
must occur for a negotiated settlement to
be achieved.”

Whereas NATO is a relic of the Cold War
and a tool of US aggression in pursuit of
corporate interests and militarism;

Therefore Be it Resolved that the following be added to Section 4.5 of the Policy
booklet: “The NDP actively campaign to
get Canada out of NATO, to get NATO out
of Afghanistan, and to disengage
Canadian forces from any support role
for the U.S. and its client regime in Iraq,
from the training of Iraqi soldiers in
Jordan, and policing the shipping lanes of
the Persian Gulf.”
Canada Out of Haiti
Whereas the people of Haiti have
endured persistent human rights abuses,
including the internment of political prisoners and deadly military raids by the
Canadian-trained Haitian National Police
and the United Nations forces;
And whereas under pressure from foreign governments and lending institutions, the Haitian government has
embarked on a program of privatization
of public enterprises;
And whereas foreign governments,
including Canada, bear a heavy responsibility for the crisis and abuses in Haiti
due to their participation in the removal
of Haiti’s sovereign government in 2004;
Therefore Be It Resolved that the following be added to Section 4.5 of the Policy
booklet: “The NDP will actively campaign
for:
The release of political prisoners and the
wrongfully detained, including Ronald
Dauphin (for whose jailing Canada is
directly complicit).
Substantial and meaningful assistance to
social and economic development in
Haiti, with such aid to be delivered to,
and extended in cooperation with the
duly-elected and sovereign Haitian government.
The withdrawal of the foreign police and
military presence from Haiti.
An independent investigation of the raids
by United Nations military forces into
Cite Soleil on July 5, 2005 and December
22, 2006 that resulted in the deaths of
dozens of Haitians.
An independent inquiry into Canada’s
role in the overthrow of Haiti’s elected

Nationalize the Auto Industry
Above: When is the NDP finally going to take a firm stand against the decadeslong Israeli occupation of the Palestinians?
government in 2004, with such inquiry
to release the full documentation of the
“Ottawa Initiative on Haiti” meeting held
in Meech Lake, Quebec on January 31 to
February 1, 2003.”

Justice for Palestinians, Boycott
Apartheid Israel
Whereas there can be no lasting peace in
Palestine/Israel, or the surrounding
region, without social justice;
Therefore Be it Resolved that the following be added to Section 4.5 of the policy
booklet: “The NDP will actively campaign
for the Right of Return for all refugees, an
end to the Israeli settlements and Israeli
occupation of Palestinian lands, a halt to
the armed aggression, the bulldozing of
homes, the destruction of olive groves
and farms, the assassination of political
leaders and activists by the Zionist state,
and the removal of the apartheid wall,
still under construction across the West
Bank;

through brutal war with devastating consequences;
Whereas more than 3500 Tamil civilians
have been killed in the span of three
months by the Sri Lankan state offensive,
with Tamils fleeing the fighting being
herded into concentration camps;
Whereas two hundred thousand Tamils
are now facing starvation;
Whereas governments such as the United
States, Israel, China, India and Pakistan
have all equipped the Sri Lankan army
with high technology weapons, including
illegal chemical weapons and cluster
munitions, and Canada has given, as of
April 2007, $64 million to the murderous
ruling regime and other organizations in
Sri Lanka;
Therefore Be It Resolved that the following be added to Section 4.5 of the Policy
booklet:
“The NDP will actively campaign for:

And the NDP will call for restoration of
aid to the Palestine Authority, demand a
halt to military aid, investment and trade
with Israel until all the above demands
are met, and that the NDP campaign for
an end to the rule of apartheid laws that
make Israeli Arabs and Palestinians second and third class citizens under occupation.”
Stop the Genocide.
For SelfDetermination for
Tamil Eelam

An immediate end to the Sri Lankan government's attacks on Tamils;
Diplomatic, economic and cultural sanctions against the Sri Lankan government
until it agrees to an immediate ceasefire,
and to re-settle and fully compensate
survivors and refugees of the regime's

Whereas the Big 3 North American auto
companies have ignored consumer
needs, shown reckless disregard for the
environment, and squandered enormous
wealth, workers' pension funds and community well-being;
And whereas corporate CEOs demand,
and get, government bail out money in
the billions, huge labour concessions,
while arrogantly expecting to maintain
control, at public expense, of an industry
they drove into the ground;
Therefore Be It Resolved that the following be added to section 1.1 of the policy
booklet: “The NDP will actively campaign
for nationalization of the Big 3 auto companies, to be operated under workers'
and community control, and advocate a
shift towards building small, fuel-efficient, affordable and environmentally
sustainable cars and other vehicles
designed to meet society's transportation needs.”
Nationalize the Big Banks and
Insurance Companies
Whereas the giant banks are a central pillar of the failed world capitalist system,
substituting lies and manipulation for
genuine production, squandering untold
wealth, and plunging millions into destitution and misery;
And whereas large banks and insurance
monopolies in Canada are preoccupied
with maximization of profits and bigger
dividends for shareholders at the
expense of citizens, small business per-

Below: To remain relevent, the NDP must connect with extra-parliamentary movements and
activist groups, providing them a place of genuine influence inside the party

Whereas the Tamil
people have been
subjected to genocidal attack by the murderous Sri Lankan
government – which
is the extension of
over six decades of
systematic discrimination;
Whereas the drive
towards elimination
of the Tamils has
intensified since the
Sri Lankan government abrogated the
peace process in
January 2008 and
embarked on the
reconquest of the
island's
north

Photo: Mike McGregor

And whereas Canadian forces in
Afghanistan are engaged in combat
against national resistence forces, to
prop up a US-puppet government of
human rights abusers, drug traffickers
and warlords, to occupy and control a
region of the country for the purpose of
constructing through it a lucrative
oil/gas pipeline, and to justify aggressive
militarism increasingly allied to
Washington’s global corporate agenda;

Put Capitalism on Trial
sons and farmers;
And whereas private ownership of banks
and insurance companies generates
wasteful advertising, duplication of services, higher transactions costs, and thus
higher costs for consumers;
Therefore Be It Resolved that the following be added to Section 1.8 of the Policy
booklet: “The NDP will actively campaign
for nationalization of the big five
Canadian banks and major insurance
companies (including life, home and auto
insurance firms), to be operated under
public democratic control, with compensation to the former owners in the form
of low-interest, long-term bonds;
And that democratic management be
exercised by an elected council of bank
workers, consumers, small business folk,
family farmers and the labour movement
as a whole.”
Nationalize Big Oil and Gas
Whereas giant oil and gas corporations in
Canada have reaped billions in profit,
while despoiling the environment, and
ignoring the urgent need to invest substantially in making the shift towards a
new green energy efficiency;
Therefore Be It Resolved that the following be added to Section 1.2 of the Policy
booklet: “The NDP will actively campaign
for nationalization of the energy industry, under workers' and community control, to guarantee domestic supply and to
furnish the basis to rebuild industry, and
to create hundreds of thousands of jobs,
especially in renewable energy and mass
public transit.”
No NDP Coalition with Business Class
Political Parties
Whereas placing just demands on a capitalist minority government does not
entail or require entering into Cabinet
with capitalist parties,
And whereas the NDP's identity, purpose
and existence depends on its independence from the parties of the business
class which seek to subordinate the NDP,
unions and the working class to a business agenda and the exigencies of the
capitalist system,
Therefore Be It Resolved that the following be added to Section 5.2 of the Policy
booklet: “The NDP shall never enter a
coalition government with the Liberal
Party, the Bloc Quebecois, the Green
Party or any party that is linked to the
business class, and will seek alliance
instead only with forces organically
linked to the organizations of working
people, and/or those based on a
Workers' Agenda, such as Quebec
Solidaire.”
For More Policy
Discussion at
Conventions
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accessible, more democratic, membership and delegate-driven party conventions, with low/minimal registration
fees, and with at least 80% of convention
time dedicated to debate and voting on
resolutions from grassroots organizations.”
Electric, Hybrid and Alternative Fuel
Cars
Whereas there is almost no industrial
incentive in Canada for the production of
cars powered by electricity or alternative
non-gasoline, non-bio fuel, or hybrid
engine cars which incorporate the use of
alternative non-bio fuel, which would be
more energy efficient and environmentally compatible;
Therefore Be It Resolved that the following be added to Section 2.4 of the Policy
booklet: “The NDP will actively campaign
for and pledge to legislate a requirement
that 50% of all automobiles sold in
Canada be powered by electricity or
alternative non-gasoline, non-bio fuel
and/or be hybrid engine cars powered in
part by alternative non-bio fuel.”
Fair and Democratic Trade
Whereas the so-called “free trade” agreements of the FTA, NAFTA, GATS, the
FTAA and the institution of the WTO are
undemocratic and driven by the corporations and banks to maximize private
profits and make the worldwide movement of money easier;
Whereas this corporate agenda is a serious threat to social programmes, the
environment, human and labour rights,
and the goals of democratic socialism;
Therefore Be It Resolved that the following be added to Section 4.4 of the Policy
booklet: “The New Democratic Party is
committed to actively campaign for abrogation and withdrawal of Canada from
NAFTA, the FTAA, FTA, GATS and the
WTO;
The NDP is committed to developing and
promoting a democratic and participatory system of trade that supports and protects the rights, freedoms and interests of
working people, unions, women,
Aboriginal peoples, farmers and peasants, seniors, and the poor, dispossessed
and marginalized peoples.”
Hands off Migrant Workers
Whereas half of all people arriving in
Canada today are on temporary visas
without a path to permanent immigration status, and over half a million others
live without any status, and are denied
education, health, shelter or food while
working and paying taxes,
And whereas Canada uses detentions,

Above: Migrant workers in Canada are denied many of the basic freedoms that
citizens have. New Democrats must struggle for equal rights for all workers
deportations, temporary work programmes and US style immigration raids
to tear families apart, create fear
amongst and against non-status peoples
and pit workers against one another,
And whereas Canadian capitalism,
including some of the worst mining companies in the world, are responsible for
causing migration by stealing the livelihoods of millions, forcing them off their
land, and the Canadian state is occupying
Afghanistan and Haiti, and supporting
state terrorism in Iraq, Columbia,
Palestine and Tamil Eelam which
increases the displacement and migration of peoples,
Therefore Be It Resolved that the following be added to Section 4.3 of the Policy
booklet: “The NDP will actively campaign
for an end to raids and deportations targetting migrant workers, fight for equal
human and civil rights for migrant workers, demand recognition of the foreign
credentials of immigrants and migrants,
demand abolition of the 'live-in' requirement for domestic workers, demand that
the Live-In Caregiver Program be
scrapped, and continue to press for a
national childcare program.”
Elimination of Tuition and Student
Debt

paign to ensure that federal funding for
education impose requirements on the
provinces immediately to freeze tuition
fees, and through annual reductions,
eliminate tuition fees completely within
five years;
And the NDP will actively campaign for a
more equitable and progressive taxation
system that would allow such increased
funding to take place.”
Share the Work,
Shorten the Work Week
Whereas the Canadian work week is
among the longest in the industrialized
world, a situation proven to cause
increased stress, illness and lower productivity;
Whereas tens of thousands of new jobs
would be created if the work week was
reduced appropriately;
Therefore be it resolved that the following be added to Section 1.12 of the Policy
booklet: "The NDP will actively campaign
to reduce the work week throughout
Canada to 32 hours, without loss of pay
or benefits to workers, and to outlaw
mandatory overtime.

continued on page 11...

Whereas the cost of post-secondary
tuition has skyrocketed in recent years;
And whereas many students are now
graduating from post-secondary institutions with student-debt of over $50,000
each;
Therefore Be it resolved that the following be added to Section 3.2 of the Policy
booklet: “The NDP will actively cam-

Below: The ironic relationship between the overworked and the unemployed. Millions are suffering from increasing levels of stress and declining health, while millions of others can’t find work.
It’s time to give the unemployed a job and the overworked a break.

Whereas substantially greater democracy
and political pluralism are an urgent
necessity within the
NDP;
Therefore Be It
Resolved that the following be added to
Section 5.2 of the
Policy booklet: “The
NDP will mandate
and provide more
Photo: Colin Gregory Palmer

OTHER RESOLUTIONS FROM
THE SOCIALIST CAUCUS
* Defend and Extend the Right
to Strike
* For Democracy and
Leadership Accountability
* End “One Member One Vote”
Mechanism
* Party Internal Financing
* Solidarity with Cuba
* Defend Venezuela and Bolivia
* Building the Party as a Mass
Movement of the Working
Class and its Allies
* Restore Food Safety; Rebuild
Public Service
* Social Ownership and
Economic Democracy
* Social Ownership of Primary
Industries
* Democratic Control of the
Telecommunications Industry
* Gender Identity
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Corporate Profits = Global Hunger
A handful of companies stand
between small farmers and millions of
people on the brink of starvation
BY SIMON BUTLER
(Originally published in
Green Left Weekly, July 4, 2009)
THREE YEARS AGO, a number of news
outlets reported on a troubling first-ever
occurrence: the world’s obese people
outnumbered the world’s starving.
This wasn’t because hunger was
becoming any less of a problem. In 2006,
the United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organisation (FAO) said some 873 million people were undernourished, or one
in every seven people worldwide.
At the same time, more than one
billion people were very overweight, a
result of sugar-laden, high-fat diets,
increasingly inactive lifestyles and
relentless corporate advertising.
This bizarre paradox was the
starting point for Raj Patel’s investigation of the world food system in his
groundbreaking 2006 book, Stuffed and
Starved.
In the poverty-stricken Global
South, the poorest cannot afford to feed
themselves. In the West, more people
are stuffed with highly processed and
unhealthy fast-foods favoured by the big
food companies.
In both cases, record numbers of
people are malnourished. The figures
were a striking example of the utter
insanity of the world’s food system. Food
should be treated as a human right.
Yet this goal is unachievable as
long as food production is controlled by
giant corporations and world food prices
are set artificially high by agricultural
monopolies and commodity traders.
The same market-based food
system that condemns so many to starvation also wastes an immense amount of
food. In a February 2009 report, the
United Nations World Food Programme
(WFP) put food waste and losses in the
United States at around 40-50% of the
total.

It estimated that around 25% of
fresh fruits and vegetables are lost in
transport between the field and households.
The report also estimated food
waste makes up almost half of Australia’s
landfill. In Britain, close to one-third of
all food bought is thrown away.
WFP executive director Adam
Steiner said more than half of all food
produced is either lost wasted or discarded. This amount “could feed the
entire projected population growth alone
by becoming more efficient while also
ensuring the survival of wild animals,
birds and fish on this planet.”
Things have changed since 2006,
but not for the better. Figures for the
world’s starving have now caught up
with the overweight in the wake of the
2007-08 food crisis caused by skyrocketing prices and the global economic crisis.
The United Nations Food and
Agricultural Organization (FAO) projects
that 1.02 billion people will not get
enough to eat in 2009, an 11% rise in a
year. One in six people worldwide will be

“Food should be treated as a
human right. Yet this goal is
unachievable as long as food production is controlled by giant corporations and world food prices
are set artificially high by agricultural monopolies and commodity
traders.”

undernourished by year’s end.
When the world’s richest
nations met at the G20 summit in April to
work out a “rescue plan” for the world
economy, the outcome for the world’s
hungry was predictably underwhelming.
Some $1.1 trillion of taxpayers’ money
was found by governments to stabilize
the financial system.
At the same summit, US
President Barack Obama announced the
US would grant $1 billion to programs to
assist agricultural development in the

global South. The world’s
hungry got less than onetenth of a percent of what the
banks got.
Hunger is up despite
record global harvests. On
June 4, the FAO stated world
cereals crop will be the second biggest ever-recorded,
just below the highest-ever
yield last year. Yet two
bumper crops in a row have
not led to a matching fall in
food prices. After record
price hikes from 2006-08,
international food prices are
still 33% higher than 2005,
the FAO said.
It also noted that in
the poorest countries, food
prices are relatively higher
again. The global economic
crisis is worsening the
hunger crisis. Incomes are
down due to higher unemployment and a drop in
remittances sent back home
Above: Perhaps the greatest failure of global
from people working in the
capitalism.
According to the United Nations,
developed world.
nine million people will die of hunger and malBut its root cause lies
nutrituion this year alone.
even deeper. The food market is highly concentrated. A
few big firms dominate the
The same companies exert huge
market in most food industries. More
than 80% of the beef-packing industry is control over the trade policies of First
controlled by four transnational compa- World governments and institutions like
nies. Four companies control 60% of the International Monetary Fund, World
flour milling. Six control 85% of the Bank and World Trade Organization.
Finally, just like sub-prime mortworld grain trade. Three control 80% of
banana production and another three gages, global food prices fall victim to
have 83% of the world’s cocoa sewn-up. financial speculators trading in “comPatel describes this as a global modity futures.” Indeed, the recent “food
“food bottleneck.” A small number of crisis” was not a result of a food shortage.
companies stand between millions of Prices skyrocketed mostly because pansmall farmers and millions of consumers icked dealers shifted trillions out of collapsing mortgage bonds into the food
in the food cycle.
This gives the agribusiness commodity market throughout 2008 in
giants enormous power to set artificially search of quick returns.
Mass starvation, immense waste
low prices for the food they purchase
from farmers, and set artificially high and unhealthy food is the horrifying fallprices to sell the same food to con- out of 21st century capitalism. But it’s
great for business. 
sumers.

Interview: Ian Angus on the Environment
Canadian activist
Ian Angus interviewed by the
Greek socialist
newspaper
Kokkino (Red).

Kokkino: Let’s begin with a large
question: what is ecosocialism?
Angus: Ecosocialism has grown out of
two parallel political trends: the spread
of Marxist ideas in the green movement
and the spread of ecological ideas in the
Marxist left. The result is a set of social
and political goals, a growing body of
ideas, and a global movement.
Ecosocialism’s goal is to replace capitalism with a society in which common
ownership of the means of production
has replaced capitalist ownership, and
in which the preservation and restoration of ecosystems will be central to all
activity.
As a body of ideas, ecosocialism argues that ecological destruction
is not an accidental feature of capital-

ism, it is built into the system’s DNA.
The system’s insatiable need to
increase profits, what’s been called “the
ecological tyranny of the bottom line,”
cannot be reformed away.
With that said, it is important
to realize ecosocialist thought is not
monolithic. It embodies many different
views about theory and practice. For
example, there is an ongoing debate
about the view, advanced by some
ecosocialist writers, that social movements have replaced the working class
as the engine of social change.
Finally, ecosocialism is an anticapitalist movement that varies a lot
from place to place. In the imperialist
countries, it is a current within existing
socialist and green-left movements,
seeking to win ecology activists to
socialism, and to convince socialists of
the vital importance of ecological issues
and struggles.
In the Third World, there is a
growing mass pro-ecology movement
that incorporates socialist ideas. That’s
especially true in Latin America, where
anti-imperialist governments headed
by Evo Morales in Bolivia, Rafael Correa

in Ecuador, and Fidel Castro in Cuba,
are pressing for strong anti-capitalist,
pro-environment measures.

Kokkino: What is the Ecosocialist
International Network?
Angus: The Ecosocialist International
Network was formed in October 2007
at a meeting in Paris that was attended
by ecosocialists from 13 countries. Its
main goals are to improve communication and coordination among ecosocialists worldwide, and to organize a major
ecosocialist conference in Brazil in
2009.
The EIN is a very loose and
open organization. Anyone who supports the broad goals of the ecosocialism is welcome to participate. More
information is available on our website,
www.ecosocialism.org.

Kokkino: How do you respond to
socialists who argue that there is no
need for specifically “ecosocialist”
ideas or activity?

Angus: In a certain sense they are correct. Marxism embodies a wealth of
profound ecological thought, far more
than many green activists realize.
But while concern for ecology
was a fundamental part of Marx’s
thought, and the Bolsheviks were certainly aware of the issue, the sad fact is
that the Marxist left ignored this issue
for many decades. It’s important to correct that and to do so publicly and
explicitly.
Using the word “ecosocialism”
is a way of signalling loud and clear that
we consider climate change not just as
another stick to bash capitalism with,
but as a critically important issue, one
of the principal problems facing
humanity in this century.
But there is more involved.
Marxism is not a fixed set of eternal
truths: it is a living body of thought, a
method of understanding society and a
tool for social change. Socialists whose
views don’t evolve to incorporate new
social and scientific insights become

continued on next page
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Nationalizing Canada’s Steel Industry
deposits. The latest news out of Algoma,
now Essar Steel, is that on April 13,
another 95 workers were laid off, bringing the 2009 total to over 500 laid off
FROM 2005 TO 2007, the three largest hourly employees, representing 20% of
steel producers in Canada, Stelco, the hourly work force.
Dofasco, and Algoma Steel, succumbed to
Consider the situation of
the infamous trends of globalization and Dofasco Steel in Hamilton, Ontario.
monopoly.
Dofasco has always been the strange bird
Now, in 2009, the story is one of of Canadian steel producers. It has suclay-offs, plant closures, and wage reduc- cessfully resisted unionization attempts
tions. Not one of these three companies by the United Steel Workers of America.
has been able to escape the downward
How? By paying wages compaspiral of the latest crisis in global capital- rable to those of its unionized competiism.
tors, and providing a profit sharing
Yet, steel production is viable in scheme and a big Christmas party. The
Ontario for several reasons. There are hard bargaining and strike struggles of
secure sources of bituminous coal and USWA members at neighboring Stelco set
pig iron. There is reliable hydro-electric the standards at Dofasco.
power. Finally, there are protected ports
In 2006 Dofasco was bought out
on the Great Lakes and a railway net- by Arcelor Mittal, the world’s largest
work that allows for efficient shipping steel producer, based in Luxembourg.
and transportation of raw materials and This giant multinational has global profinished products to contiguous commer- duction of 103 Million Tons per Year,
cial markets.
compared to Dofasco’s approximately 4
Algoma Steel was founded in MTY.
1901. For decades it has been the largest
Despite becoming part of
single employer in the northern Ontario Arcelor Mittal, the only “rationalization”
city of Sault Saint Marie. But, like steel that occurred in the Canadian industry
production anywhere, the product
was the lay off of more than 450
is very price sensitive and
workers in Contrecoeur,
susceptible to the vicissiQuebec in 2008, and
“There
tudes of a manufacturanother 190 in 2009 as
is only one real
ing economy.
the company consolialternative to the dolIn both 1990
dated its cold and hot
drums for Canadian steel.
and 2002, Algoma
mill productions in
We need a nationalized
underwent re-strucHamilton.
industry with production
turing bankruptcies.
What
about
under workers’ control. We
In 1990 it was
Stelco? The former
need a rational plan for
turned into a semiSteel Company of
steel production that ties
cooperative with 60%
Canada is almost syninto socially desirof its ownership going
onymous
with
able goals.”
to its work force. The
Hamilton, Canada’s steel
deal was facilitated by the
town. The shipping termiOntario NDP Government of the
nals, coal piles, smelters and fabday. Over time, the workers sold their rication plants dominate Hamilton
shares to cope with pressing personal Harbor and have been the largest
needs, to which capitalism is indifferent. employer in the city for decades.
This arrangement lasted only
Stelco was founded in 1910 out
until another bankruptcy in 2002, when of the merger of five different companies.
the ownership of the company was It had a history of over 100 years of conturned over to debt and bondholders tinuous production, including right
during a period of collapsing steel prices. through the depression of the 1930s.
During the preceding 20 years, Stelco’s Lake Erie Works at Nanticoke is
hundreds of millions of dollars in profits one of the most modern integrated steel
were siphoned out of Algoma in the form plants in the world.
of dividends, leaving the company unproStelco was bought out in August
tected during recessionary times.
2007 by US Steel, the fifth largest proIn 2007, Algoma was taken over ducer in the world. US Steel is just the reby Essar Global Ltd., a multi-national incarnation of several bankrupt
steel producer based in India, a country American steel companies headed by the
with a fraction of Canada’s coal and iron former Bethlehem Steel. Those compa-

Angus, continued from page 8...
irrelevant sectarians. We’ve seen that
happen to many individuals and
groups over the years.
Just as Marx and Engels studied and adopted ideas from the scientists of their day (Liebig on soil fertility,
Morgan on early societies, Darwin on
evolution, and many others), so
Marxists today must learn from today’s
scientists, especially about the biggest
issues of the day. Ecosocialism aims to
do just that.

Kokkino: Can capitalism solve global
warming?
Angus: That depends on what you
mean by “solve.”
Dealing with global warming

includes two components: mitigation
and adaptation. Mitigation means
reducing greenhouse gas emissions so
that global warming slows down and
eventually reverses.
Adaptation means making
changes that will enable people to survive in a world where some climate
change is inevitable, and where climate
chaos is increasingly likely.
In my opinion, capitalism’s
insatiable need for growth, combined
with its massive dependence on fossil
fuels as the dominant energy source,
mean that it is very unlikely that we
will see an effective mitigation program from any major capitalist country.
Scientists say that if the average temperature rises more than 2
degrees, dangerous climate change
becomes very probable. There is no
sign that any of the industrialized
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Toronto NDP Member John Orrett
analyzes what it’s going to take to
save steel jobs in Canada

Above: The steel industry in Canada. If governments can use taxpayer money
to bail out banks and other corporations, why can’t we use that money instead
to place industries under public ownership and democratic control?
nies were able to reincorporate only
when the U.S. government took over
their considerable pension obligations -another example of delivering tax dollars
to corporate bosses. The US Steel buy
out of Stelco was essentially subsidized
by the U.S. Government.
Part of the agreement in this
take over included special undertakings,
including research and development,
capital expenditure and levels of production.
These promises were broken in
March 2009 when more than 2,100
workers were laid off in Hamilton.
Foreign ownership has been so bad for
Canada that US Steel lost $439 million
(U.S.) in the first three months of this
year and is now operating at only 38% of
capacity.
All of these former Canadian
companies, Algoma, Dofasco and Stelco,
have not been able to withstand the crippling downturn of the North American
and world capitalist economy.
How could they? With the financial crisis, the drop in consumer demand,
and reduced manufacturing activity,
especially in the auto industry, steel has
been one of the hardest hit.
For years, the Steel owners have
reaped millions of dollars in profits and
dividends, all stemming from the surplus
value extracted from the workers’
labour. But when recessions or depressions occur, it is always the workers who

countries will implement measures
sufficient to stop such a temperature
increase. Anything they do will be too
little, too late.
But if we do not succeed in
bringing this system to an end, capitalism will undoubtedly adapt to the new
climate. It will do what capitalism
always does. It will impose the greatest burdens on the most vulnerable, on
poor people and poor nations.
Climate refugees will multiply
and millions will die. The imperialist
powers will fight against the global
south, and amongst themselves, to control the world’s resources, including
not just fuel but also food. The most
barbaric forms of capitalism will intensify and spread.
In short: yes, capitalism can
“solve” global warming, but the capitalist solution will be catastrophic for the
great majority of the world’s people. 

are first to suffer, and suffer the most.
There is no rainy day fund for steel workers -- only meager strike funds and barely-accessible unemployment insurance.
With powerful enough binoculars at the NDP Convention in Halifax, we
could look east, to Sydney, Nova Scotia
and see another legacy of the Canadian
steel industry.
We could see the slag heaps and
condemned residences, we could see the
stunted trees and poisoned environment
-- the remains of decades of coal mining
to feed the steel mills. What actions are
the multinational corporations undertaking to remedy this situation?
There is only one real alternative to the doldrums for Canadian steel.
We need a nationalized industry with
production under workers’ control. We
need a rational plan for steel production
that ties into socially desirable goals. We
need more public transportation in
Canada. The automobiles and trucks still
needed should be as fuel efficient as possible.
We need affordable housing,
new schools and universities, new
bridges and sea ports. The steel we need
for rail lines, rail cars, apartment buildings, houses and other socially necessary
construction can come from a publicly
owned steel industry that has organized
employment and production for the benefit of the vast majority of working people. 

Words to Remember...

“I am less interested in the
weight of Einstein's brain than in
the near certainty that people of
equal talent have lived and died
in cotton fields and sweatshops.”
Biologist Stephen Jay Gould
1941 - 2002
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A similar war raged for 101 days
in Windsor, in the south-west corner of
Ontario, just across from Detroit, ending
on July 24. Windsor city bosses tried to
cut real wages and benefits, but CUPE
Locals 82 and 543 retained retiree benefits for the 1,800 current employees, won
a 6.3 per cent raise over four years, and
improved job security, while conceding
reduced post-retirement benefits to new

sions. The 25 workers at the media transcription service went on strike on May
5. Harry Ghadban, CAW Ottawa area
director, said the company is demanding
the elimination of the cost of living
adjustment (COLA) clause, elimination of
the bonus clause and rollbacks in severance language, sick leave as well as shift
language. Ghadban said the workers are
determined to win a fair and equitable
agreement.
On June 14, Cadillac Fairview, a
cross-country office and shopping center
giant, locked out 61 engineers, building

hires who reach age 65.
At a Zellers warehouse in
Toronto, 325 workers represented by
the Canadian Auto Workers’ Union
(CAW) rejected a company demand for a
wage cut of $8 an hour, along with benefit concessions. The distribution center’s
material handlers went on strike July 17.
Zellers is owned by the Hudson’s Bay
Company.
CAW Local 567 members at
Cision Canada in Ottawa are resisting
company demands for major conces-

operators, skilled trades and maintenance workers in two bargaining units at
the Toronto Dominion Center, represented by the Communications, Energy and
Paperworkers’ Union (CEP).
After more than a year of bargaining, the workers were locked out
because they refused to accept massive
concessionary demands from Cadillac
Fairview.
Those include that members
reapply for their jobs and accept a new
six-month probationary period (putting

Summer of the Strike
MOST, BUT NOT ALL, of this summer’s
strikes are strikes against concessions
demanded by bosses trying to take
advantage of the global economic crisis.
An exception was the two-day
strike by 340 Via rail engineers that
stopped passenger train service across
Canada, July 24-26. The dispute is now
going to binding arbitration by agreement of the parties. Some 2,000 unionized ticket agents, maintenance and ontrain service workers, laid off by Via during the strike, are back at work. About
12,000 people ride the trains daily.
The striking engineers, represented by the Teamsters Canada Rail
Conference, were reportedly close to an
agreement on wages, but they want two
consecutive days off per week, training
in federal rules and changes in equipment technology.
For two and half years, management dragged its feet at the bargaining
table, until the workers decided to pull
the plug. If the arbitrator splits the outstanding differences, it will be a union
win.
But it was the fight against concessions that spurred about 3,600
employees of Vale Inco, most of them at
the company’s flagship Sudbury nickel
mines, to walk off the job on July 13.
According
to
United
Steelworkers director Wayne Fraser, the
union is opposed to several concessions
Vale Inco wants, including elimination of
bonuses to workers when the price of
nickel is high, plus the imposition of an
inferior pension plan for newly hired
workers (with defined contributions,
instead of defined benefits).
It is a battle over future profits
for the Brazilian iron-ore giant Vale do
Rio Doce, which bought Inco in 2006 for
$19.4 billion. Nickel soared above $24
(U.S.) a pound in mid-2007, fell to $5
(U.S.) pound in late 2008, but is rising
again, reaching $6.68 on July 13. The
USWA’s Fraser said that around $7 a
pound, the company is “going to make
huge money.”
A number of other strikes are
battles over concessions too. The biggest
one involved 30,000 City of Toronto
inside and outside workers, which ended
on July 31 as described above.
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Across Canada, resistance to the
employers’ agenda is visible in a
growing number of labour-management disputes.

Put Capitalism on Trial
older, injured and vocally pro-union
workers at risk), plus the elimination of
skilled trade job classifications. CEP
Local 2003 members continue to picket
the TD Center, which has hired “a third
party service provider” (scabs) to do the
work.
Meanwhile, a 93 per cent strike
mandate, and a vigorous public campaign, achieved a victory for 7,000
Liquor Control Board of Ontario workers
represented by the Ontario Public
Service Employees’ Union (OPSEU) in
mid-July.
LCBO management proposed to
take away job security (by ‘temporarily’
laying off full-time workers during slow
periods) and to continue to ‘casualize’
jobs by creating a two-tier system of
part-time workers with no benefits.
Not only did the bosses back
down in the face of a strong strike mandate and an effective “Our Communities
Need Good Jobs” campaign, but promised to create more full-time positions at
the 610 LCBO outlets across Ontario,
give benefits to part-timers, and provide
the same 3 per cent annual wage
increase won by Ontario Public Service
workers last year.
Lack of struggle often produces
the opposite results. Some 450 Globe and
Mail newspaper employees, including
editorial, circulation and sales staff,
members of CEP Local 87-M, ratified a
concessionary deal that averted a strike
on July 2. The new contract imposes a
two-year wage freeze, followed by
increases of 2, 2.5 and 2.5 per cent
through to June 2014.
New employees will have to join
a defined contribution retirement plan
instead of the existing defined benefit
pension plan. The union did stop the
lengthening of the work week, restrictions on outside activities, and the weakening of job security language.
So the pattern in the Summer of
the Strike is mixed, but it tends to show
that it pays to fight back.
Auto workers at GM and
Chrysler took it on the chin in 2008 and
2009, and Ford workers are now being
asked for more concessions.
Hopefully, Ford workers will
take their cue from fighting railway
workers, civic workers, miners and others, and tell the auto bosses exactly
where they can put their demands.
All workers resisting concessions are struggling for the greater good.
They need and deserve every form of solidarity, including support rallies, marches and sympathy strikes. 

Wall’s Pro-Business Offensive in Saskatchewan
BY ROBBIE MAHOOD
IN AN ARTICLE
originally published
in the left-wing publication, Briarpatch,
Regina based political sociologist, John
Conway, warns of
Saskatchewan
Premier Brad Wall’s assault on organized labour in that province.
Saskatchewan has one of the highest
rates of unionization in the country
(around 25%) and, as Conway notes,
the province’s labour movement has
been “the source of the most significant
resistance in the past to right-wing governments, like Ross Thatcher’s Liberals
in the 1960’s and Grant Devine’s Tories

in the 1980’s.”
According to Conway, “Premier
Wall is determined to smash the labour
movement and to do it very quickly….adopting a two-pronged attack on
labour, one targeting the public sector
and the other the private sector.”
Amendments to the Public
Services Essential Services Act hand
over power to the employers to decide
which workers can be deemed essential
putting an “end to effective legal strikes
in the public sector.”
Even more serious are the Wall
government’s amendments to the
Trade Union Act which impose new
restrictions on union certification and
give a green light to employer intervention during certification drives as well
as collective bargaining. “These amend-

ments not only make it virtually impossible to organize the unorganized, but
cripple unions during contract negotiations” while encouraging “employers to
embark on aggressive union-busting
campaigns,” the author points out.
Conway
takes
the
Saskatchewan NDP to task for its weak
response to the aggressive pro-business stance of the Wall government.
The NDP correctly opposed the attack
on public sector workers but thus far
has not been very critical of the government’s plans to stymie union organizing and collective bargaining in the private sector.
Furthermore, Conway notes
that there is “bipartisan agreement on
broad economic and social policy… (in
which) the deeper debate is really

about which party can best administer
the operation of capitalism in
Saskatchewan. The only real difference
at this point between the NDP and the
Saskatchewan Party is that the old
Calvert government refused to give the
business lobby everything it demanded,
only most of it (while) the Wall government is the loyal toady of the business
lobby, willing to do pretty much anything business demands.” 
- Excerpts from “Wall Declares War on
Organized Labour in Saskatchewan” by
J.F. Conway, an expanded and updated
version of the article “Wall’s War on the
Working Class” which was published in
Briarpatch, Vol. 37, No. 8, December
2008.
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French or English: Still Contested
Ground in Quebec

BY ROBBIE MAHOOD

gradual re-anglicisation of the city.
Why has it
proved so difficult to
promote and stabilize
the use of French as
the common language
of all Quebecois?
One reason is
the
indisputable
power of English as
the dominant language, not only of
North America, but
also global capitalism.
New immigrants to
Quebec see English as
the route to social
advancement while
French appears to
offer
inferior
prospects tied as it is
to an economically
less prosperous and
politically weaker part
of Canada.
But often forgotten in this tale of
ongoing struggle between two languages
is the impact of the federalist counteroffensive against a unilingual French
Quebec. Since the days of Trudeau,
Ottawa has actively promoted an artificial Canadian identity based on multiculturalism and bilingualism, principally to
counter the rise of Quebec nationalism
and the threat of independence.
Successive federal governments
have supported the judicial challenges to
Quebec’s language law, diluting some of
its provisions. The 1982 repatriation of
the constitution, from which Quebec was
excluded, extended the right to English
schooling to anglophone Canadians moving to Quebec from other provinces.
Quebec laws governing commercial signs
have been made to conform to federal
bilingual policy albeit with the proviso
that French be pre-dominant. Thus, the
trend since 1977 has been to gradually
weaken the provisions of Bill 101.
Official bilingualism has been a
complete failure. Despite widespread
French immersion schooling and a limited recognition of French minority rights,
English reigns supreme outside of
Quebec. Montreal is the only place in
Canada where a significant number of

BILL 101, QUEBEC’S language law, was
one of the most important reforms that
accompanied the nationalist upheaval of
the 1960s and 70s.
It was introduced in 1977 by the
first Parti Quebecois government following the large mobilizations for Frenchonly schooling in the Montreal suburb of
St. Leonard. Bill 101 aimed to make
French not only the language of the State
and the Law but also “the normal everyday language in the work-place, in education, in communications, as well as in
commercial and business affairs.”
Among its most important provisions: to impose the exclusive use of
French in public signs and advertising, to
extend the use of French in workplaces
employing 50 persons or more, and to
restrict access to English schools only to
those children whose parents were educated in English in Quebec.
There is no doubt that, over the
past 30 years, French has made significant advances against English, especially
in Montreal. More than one generation of
neo-Quebecois, children of immigrants
newly arrived in Quebec, have now been
educated in French primary and second-

ary schools – the so-called children of Bill
101.
For the first time in the history
of Quebec, a significant section of the
immigrant population has been incorporated into the francophone majority and
its collective political and social life.
Knowledge and use of French has greatly
improved in the allophone and anglophone communities.
Despite this progress, the status
of French remains fragile. This is especially true in the workplace. For more
than half of allophone workers, the principal language at work is not French and
in mixed language workplaces, English is
most often the language of final resort.
While a certain command of French has
become necessary, fluency in English is
more highly correlated with a good job
and a superior salary.
Not surprisingly, about half of
students from families where the principal language is neither French nor
English choose to attend English speaking CEGEPS (junior colleges) or universities. Studies also show that in Montreal,
there is a small but significant growth of
enrolment in English primary schools,
while French primary school enrolment
is declining, raising the prospect of a

Resolutions,
continued from page 7...

ing adjustment to keep pace with inflation.”

evictions, mortgage foreclosures, and
utility cut-offs due to unemployment,

Build Social Housing

And the NDP will actively campaign for
the demand that the federal government
allocate 2% of federal expenditures for
cooperative and social housing renovation, maintenance and construction

Raise the Minimum Wage
Whereas homelessness is unacceptable,
Whereas the current minimum wage is
far too low to support a single person, let
alone a family;
And whereas the current minimum
wage unfairly punishes the young, and
food/beverage servers;
Therefore Be it Resolved that the following be added to Section 1.12 of the Plicy
booklet: “The NDP will actively campaign for, and seek to legislate, the elimination of distinctions in the minimum
wage law based on age or occupation.
And the NDP will actively campaign for,
and seek to legislate an increase in the
minimum wage to $16/hour, and
include a permanent, annual cost of liv-

And whereas homelessness has
increased in the last ten years and homeless people are dying on the streets,
And whereas developers are not interested in creating affordable housing;
Therefore be it resolved that the following be added to Section 3.5 of the Policy
booklet: "The NDP in government will
take initiatives, with the cooperation of
the municipalities and the provincial
governments, to create universally
affordable and accessible cooperative
and social housing through a new public
sector construction industry,
The NDP will demand a moratorium on

11
persons are functionally bilingual and
even here “les deux solitudes” tends to
prevail.
In Quebec, bilingualism plays
the role of promoting English and weakening French. The Canadian identity
actively promoted by Ottawa runs directly counter to the desire of most
Quebecois to build a society where
French is the common national language.
English-speakers, whether from
Quebec or the Rest of Canada, are generally comfortable with the linguistic status
quo. Their response to the Quebec francophone who fears the encroachment of
English is like that old ad for Virginia
Slims: you’ve come a long way, baby!
And if the long-term trends favour
English, well, that’s just the way the
world goes!
Francophone Quebecois have a
different take. Yes, we’ve made gains by
dint of a hard struggle. But we’re still a
long way from home. We do not wish to
exclude the use of other languages in
their proper sphere and we recognize the
importance of English among other
world languages. But we do insist that
French be the language of our common
life here in Quebec: at work, in commerce
and in the public domain more generally.
It will take firm measures to
defend French, not passive acquiescence
to the creeping dominance of English.
And it may well be that only an independent Quebec will allow us to secure a
linguistic equilibrium in which French is
the uncontested language of our national
life. 
Robbie Mahood is a member of Mont
Royal NPD federal constituency association.

Elect Socialist Caucus
Candidates for
NDP Executive

Barry Weisleder
John Orrett

Words to Remember...

Repeal the Clarity Act
Whereas the former Liberal government’s federal Clarity Act arrogates to
Parliament the unilateral right to determine, after the fact, whether a future referendum vote for Quebec sovereignty
has a sufficient majority, and a sufficiently clear question, and thus constitutes a gross violation of Quebec’s
national right to self-determination;
Therefore Be it Resolved that the following be added to Section 5.5 of the Policy
booklet: “The NDP will actively campaign for repeal of the Clarity Act.” 

“Capitalism is the legitimate
racket of the ruling class.”
Gangster Al Capone
1899 - 1947
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Liberal-NDP Coalition
in Toronto ‘Smells’
Toronto NDP member Barry Weisleder
discusses CUPE’s recent struggle
against the city’s agenda of austerity

Put Capitalism on Trial

NDP Socialist Caucus Panel Discussions:
PUT CAPITALISM ON TRIAL

any workers moved to a
During convention weekend, the Socialist Caucus is holding the following
lower-rated position,
workshops. We warmly invite you to attend.
pay for rest breaks
missed (in courts, chilFriday, August 14, 12 Noon
Saturday, August 15, 12 Noon
LAST WINTER, there was much ado dren’s services and
World Trade Centre, Halifax
World Trade Centre, Halifax
about the prospect of a Liberal-NDP homes), improved vision
Room 205
Room 205
coalition federal government. According care, and a long-term
“Capitalist Economic Crisis - Socialist Solutions” “Canada: Peacekeeper or Imperialist State?”
to Conservatives, it would have violated phase-out of the banked
democracy and bankrupted the state. sick time (current fullMathieu Dufour
Larry Rousseau
According to NDP officials, it would have time staff can continue to
Teacher of Economics, forPresident, Ottawa-Vanier
mitigated the economic crisis and pro- accrue sick days, or cash
merly at Dalhousie U.,
NDP, Regional Vice
vided a very progressive alternative to them in now, or have
Nova Scotia, presently finPresident of PSAC,
Harper. The truth is that both claims their sick days frozen, to
ishing his PhD. via the
founding member of its
were wrong.
draw upon as needed,
University of
GLBT-Diversity Group,
Do you want to know what a with a buyout at normal
Massachusetts – Amherst
and proud HaitianLiberal-NDP government would be like? termination; no sick
American-Canadian
Look no farther than the malodorous days banking for new
John Orrett
mess in Toronto. Among other things, hires, who gain a shortPresident, Thornhill NDP,
Barry Weisleder
the unholy alliance that governs Canada’s term disability plan).
and Socialist Caucus candiCo-chair, NDP Socialist
biggest city allowed basic services to
In other words,
date for federal NDP
Caucus, and delegate,
erode, gave the rich a tax holiday, pro- CUPE members withTreasurer.
Mississauga-Streetsville.
voked a civic workers’ strike and led a stood most of the city’s
frontal assault on labour’s past gains.
take-away demands, and
Mayor David Miller, a former traded off a concession
NDP member, backed by a coalition of for some small gains. It
Liberal and NDP city councillors, forced a was a political defeat for
strike on 30,000 inside and outside city Miller and his ‘progresworkers (including ambulance, parks sive’ coalition which alienated both mobilize residents to fight the changes, port and parking authority workers.
Did David Miller target CUPE
and recreation, child care, water, welfare, Labour and the hard right wing. Could or just comply with the neo-liberal cormembers to win brownie points with the
and garbage collection workers).
this fiasco, and the suffering inflicted on porate agenda.
How did Toronto politicians provincial Liberals? Or perhaps this is
How? By trying to jam over 110 city workers and residents, have been
respond? They cut services, like street just an inescapable consequence of his
pages of labour concessions down their avoided?
throats.
The proposed take-aways
Toronto, like almost every other cleaning and snow removal, and limited alliance with, and dependence upon,
included attacks on seniority rights, lim- city, province and central government in public access to swimming pools, arenas, large corporate and financial interests.
Regardless, Miller’s ‘progressive
its on transfer and promotion rights,
the capitalist world, is suffering a community centers, and libraries. They
a freeze on cost of living
financial crisis. Toronto’s reduced water testing and park coalition’ of New Democrats and Liberals
is following in the footsteps of ‘third way’
increases, a two-tier wage
chronic
under-funding upgrades.
“It
It
gets
worse.
City
Council
governments led by Tony Blair, Bill
structure, and an end to
malaise
was
not
born
is crucial that
implemented
a
range
of
regressive,
conClinton and Bob Rae. It tries to make
banking sick days.
yesterday.
Massive
working people oppose
sumption-based
flat
taxes
on
all
citizens,
workers pay for the crises of capitalism
Over 70 per
cuts
in
transfer
payan NDP alliance with any
while
at
the
same
time
reducing
comthat we did not cause. Moreover,
cent of the work
ments
to
the
capitalist party and fight for
mercial
property
taxes,
undervaluing
Toronto city bosses are taking advantage
force, represented
provinces
by
Tory
a government committed to
business
land
assessments
and
providing
of the current economic depression to
by Canadian Union
Prime
Minister
Brian
socialist policies at all levels.
major
grants
and
financial
assistance
to
weaken unions and further lower the
of Public Employees
Mulroney
in
the
That’s how to defend
business.
standard of living of all working people.
(CUPE) Locals 79 and
1980s,
were
deepLabour’s gains and make
One
of
the
flat
taxes
Miller
instiMiller’s Liberal-NDP coalition
416, are women. The
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for city workers is
Liberals in the 1990s with City of Toronto Act 2006, is the Municipal Labour Council at the 2007 municipal
$40,000. None have severthe Canada Health and Social Land Transfer Tax, which ranges from election. This is what you get when
0.5 per cent to 2 per cent of each sale Labour subordinates its organization and
ance pay. Most of them do not
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While the NDP has committed
unused sick days -- the hot button issue their cities responsibility for infrastruc- Ownership Tax, a registration fee, on top
that was disingenuously used to portray ture costs associated with airports, of the already-existing provincial regis- many crimes when it held the reigns of
government on its own, the party can be
the municipal workers as ‘privileged’.
water, sewage, mass transportation, tration fee.
The city gave generous property held accountable by its Labour and popuThe result of the strike, which police, welfare, and more – but without
ended on July 31 after 40 days, is a 6 per the money or tax tools required to cope tax breaks to big business. These include lar base when the latter are organized to
cent raise over three years, one more with it all. So, cities had a huge expendi- subsidies, tax incentives and/or deferrals fight for a Workers’ Agenda. The Liberal
designated holiday, wage protection for ture problem. And they faced a choice: for costly environmental clean-ups, such Party, on the other hand, is accountable
as for empty industrial lands (‘brown- only to Bay Street.
field remediation’), as well as tax increFor that reason it is crucial that
mental equivalent grants (TIEGs), which working people break the NDP councilinvolve rebates and minimal property lors from the Miller regime at Toronto
taxes for major commercial developers. City Hall, oppose an NDP alliance with
Such tax give-aways cost the city billions any capitalist party, and fight for NDP
of dollars in lost revenue.
governments committed to socialist poliThe Toronto Board of Trade lob- cies at all levels. That is the perspective
bies the city to contract-out more city needed, combined with mass action,
services and work, and to privatize capi- including sympathy strikes, in support of
tal assets like Toronto Hydro, Enwave workers resisting concessions.
and the Toronto Parking Authority
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and a one-time cash injection from an
asset sale doesn’t solve an ongoing
under-funding crisis.
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So the city turned to cutting its
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wage bill. It imposed an annual zero, 1
and 1 per cent raise on its non-union
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literature, buttons, informunicipal workers to a similar increase,
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and more.
They gave themselves a 2.4 per
cent raise, and negotiated (or approved
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